All Classes start at 10.00am unless otherwise stated. Free Refreshment included!
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We are very excited to introduce some brand new products and techniques for mixed
media into the shop but that is no good unless you know how to use them. Margaret is
March
running this workshop using products from Stamperia, a company that has 20 years pro- Margaret
rd
23 10am vence but it is only in the last 18 months that their mediums for mixed media have taken Brackenbury
off. You will be doing a project using techniques that we have not taught before and
demand is likely to be high for this mixed media session.

£15

This workshop nicely follows on from the Workshop on 23rd March but you will be doing
completely different projects on a mixed media theme. This time Rushanne Young who
is a demonstrator for Stix 2 will be teaching with the use of Cork and other newly reMarch
Rushanne
leased products from the company. There will be an image uploaded soon but rest asth
30 10am sured it will be an enjoyable class of the same high quality that you have come to expect Young
from Keep on Crafting. 2 places have been booked already leaving 4 places available,
starting at 10am.

£15

April 6th
10am

Make your own candle with Mararet. There has been a lot of interest in home candle
making recently so we have decided to add this onto the crafts that we cater for. We
Margaret
thought that you might like to have a go at making your own candle using an easy set of Brackenbury
ingredients that we found at the Trade show. You will learn quite a lot from this workshop

£15

More mixed media with Margaret – This workshop will build on your knowledge of the
new mixed
Margaret
April 20th media products that we are using and it will hopefully get your own creative juices flow£15
Brackenbury ``
ing to use the mediums in your own designs, Come and learn what to do. Bring a friend!
Stamping on different surfaces- a workshop designed for those who have not used
stamps much in their crafting and want to expand their knowledge. Once you have learnt Rushanne
April 27th how versatile stamps can be a wealth of new techniques will open up for you. Stamping
Youmg
is noy just for cards!

May 11th
10am-3.30pm

£15

Paperarsty stamps designer Jo Firth Young is spending a day with Keep on Crafting
teaching for a full day so that you can make 2 projects using different media, Jo has had
her work showcased in magazines and is very well known and respected in the crafting
Jo Firth Young £35
world.. A great opportunity to learn from this very talented lady who has designed over
100 stamp sets for Paperartsy on the lest few years. There will be a break for lunch, We
are subsidising the cost for the day to make it more affordable.

